1. Introduction and Summary. The matrix in the quadratic form used to project simultaneous confidence intervals for linear functions of the parameter vector in Scheffe's S-method is conventionally chosen to be the inverse of the dispersion matrix of the allied estimators. (See Scheffe, 1959, Ch. 3 and Miller, 1966, Ch. 2) .
The first attempt to introduce optimality criteria for choosing the 'best' quadratic form seems to be that of Hoel (1951) where the case of confidence bands for a simple straight line regression is discussed.
Hoe1 (1951) introduced a weight function for the values of the independent variable and proposed the criterion of minimum weighted average distance between the bands. It turns out that the Wo~king-Hotelling quadratic form (a special case of the S-method in straight line regression) is not necessarily optimal. The optimal choice depends on the specific distribution attached to the 'independent' variable. Bohrer (1973) proved that the S-method is optimal (for practical confidence levels) under the criterion of minimum average length of confidence intervals for linear functions with uniform weight in some elliptical region. Besides this result, it seems that little has been recorded on features of the S-method, (see discussion following Wynn and Bloomfield, 1971) • The first goal of this work is to discuss an additional optimality feature of the S-method. This is given in Section 2.
Another point discussed here is the use of general quadratic forms as a convenient tool for discriminating among various linear parametric functions (by the allocatiod of lengths of confidence intervals) in a way different than that obtained by using the S-method.
In a linear regression setup several writers (see, e.g., Wynn and Bloomfield, 1971 , and their references) have sharpened the usual bands obtained from the S-method by restricting the bands to finite intervals. We feel that problems might arise where an investigator has main interest in a region which is away from the vector of means of the independent variables but will still like to have bands over the entire space. This situation is discussed in Section 3 where elliptical bands are constructed with minimum length of confidence interval set at a prespecified point. 
coefficient (See Scheffe, 1959, Ch. 3) . Among all sets of the same confidence coefficient, V* has minimum volume. This can be verified by simple arguments. However, we are looking for an optimality characteristic of the S-method in terms of the projected confidence intervals for the £'8. We will now discuss such an optimality feature of V* in th.
-; class of all ellipsoids. First we give the simultaneous estimation Ch. 12. The problem of obtaining S or estimating it is discussed later.
a.
For any given x we define LeI = 2(~x'M-1x)~. This is the length petween the upper and lower l-a confidence bounds on x't in (2.1). Our problem is to choose a 'good' M. Lemma 2.1. For any a > 0 the quantity
is maximized when A =~.
Proof. The problem is automatically reduced to proving that the quantity
is minimized by A =~for all values of a. On letting hCo) denote the probability density function ofax~variable we have This demonstrates that A =~is at least a local maximum. It seems difficult to show analytically that this is the global maximum.
However, numerical integration (see Table 1 As noted earlier, when k = 2 both roots are positive and the implementation of the method is easy by using the tabulated values of~given in a. .OOOã 
